
Abstract
The Web has become an important source of information.
XML has been proposed as a way to encode information
organized in digital libraries. In some cases, access to infor-
mation needs to be controlled to prevent unauthorized ac-
cess or update. As the number of users of a digital library
can be enormous, it has been proposed that credentials,
rather than user identifiers, be used to control access. De-
termining the roles, for a user, is shown to be equivalent to
performing a partial-match query on credentials. The roles,
credentials, and privileges are modelled according to
RBAC (role-based access control), and so given a user’s
roles, a number of privileges are determined. As privileges
may be complex, and as many roles may be associated with
any one user, privileges may appear to conflict. We pro-
pose in this paper a privilege algebra for evaluating privi-
lege expressions. To simplify privilege expressions and to
resolve conflicts that may arise, the privileges in a role/ob-
ject matrix are algebraically combined.

Keywords: access control, credential, digital library, privi-
lege, RBAC, XML

1. Introduction

A Digital Library (DL) is a system that provides global
access to information to users, typically through the Inter-
net. A DL is not only a library, but also an information
repository serving many domains: healthcare, education,
e-commerce, etc. Users connect to the DL to retreive, pub-
lish and update information in the DL. In this paper, we
focus on the security of documents for a DL. 

For our purposes, we consider a DL to be a collection of
DTDs and XML documents [1] available to end-users irre-
spective of their own location, and concept hierarchies [2]
used for document classification. In the healthcare area for
example, the use of XML DTDs for clinical information is
being investigated as part of the HL7 SGML/XML SIG
initiative [3];  a preliminary draft of the HL7 Document
Patient Record Architecture is reported in [4].

An interesting aspect of DLs is that the potential number
of end-users is extremely large, more than would be
encountered in a single organization. It is impractical to
issue and maintain user identifiers for such a vast collec-
tion of users. Instead, other ways of managing and identi-
fying users (the use of credentials) have been proposed in
the literature [5]. Credentials are digital credentials that
are the digital analogues of the paper credentials we carry
in our wallets. Credentials can be used to describe the
characteristics (e.g. age, gender) and qualifications (e.g.
medical doctor, valid credit card holder) of users.

To manage users and their access privileges, we adopt the
role-based access control (RBAC) model [6, 7].  RBAC
allows us to relate DL privileges (browse, author) to roles
associated with users, instead of directly assigning privi-
leges to users. RBAC allows for flexible policies [7, 8]
and is suitable for web-based applications [9, 10]. Also,
RBAC is easily extended for credentials [11]. 

By incorporating credentials, concepts, and RBAC, access
to information may be controlled both on the basis of
information content and/or context, and on the basis of
user identity and/or characteristics [2, 11].

Our approach differs from others in two aspects. First, a
privilege algebra is introduced, which can be used to
present access rights exactly and to manage conflicts that
may seem to be present. Second, our security control is
matrix-based, simplifying the user’s view of the security
mechanism. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a
brief description of a DL structure.  In Section 3, we
describe our role-based control model, including the privi-
lege algebra and the credential specification. Then, in Sec-
tion 4, we discuss the security control mechanism. Finally,
in Section 5, a short conclusion is set forth. 

2. Digital Libraries

We consider a Digital Library (DL) to be a collection of
objects that include DTDs, XML documents, and concept
hierarchies as shown in Figure 1. A DTD is a document
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type descriptor used to specify the structure of some docu-
ments. A document is a text marked up with tags that may
be defined in a corresponding DTD. A Concept Hierarchy
is a collection of semantic definitions that apply to knowl-
edge domains, which can be used to classify documents. In
the following, we first show XML DTDs and DTD docu-
ments in 2.1. Then, in 2.2, the concept hierarchy is dis-
cussed. 

2.1 XML DTDs and DTD Instances

In this subsection, we briefly show what is a DTD and
what are DTD instances. Especially, how to embed secu-
rity control in a DTD specification is discussed.

2.1.1. DTDs
A DTD is a document type descriptor used to specify the
components and structure of XML documents. For a sim-
ple illustration, see a possible DTD for Patient Care docu-
ments shown in Figure 2, which shows the general

structure of Patient Care records. If there are any instances
of Patient Care records, they will follow the general struc-
ture outlined in this DTD. DTDs then, provide information
about document structures in a DL. For instance, we know
from the DTD that there is header component, a body
component, and a radiology component. The header and
body components have subcomponents, and so on. Obvi-

ously, such a DTD can be represented as a graph as shown
in Figure 3.

For the purpose of security, each DTD may have its own
security requirements. For instance, the above DTD can be
annotated to specify that only Doctors and Nurses are
allowed to update a Patient Care Record while other health
care professionals are only allowed to browse its contents.
In addition, each node in the graph can have its own access
privileges, and these may differ from those specified else-
where in the graph. If a node does not have access privi-
leges explicitly specified for it, then it inherits the
privileges of its parent node. We will discuss security
requirements further in section 3. 

2.1.2. DTD Instances

Figures 4 and 5 give an actual document and its graphical
representation, which happens to correspond to the forego-
ing DTD.

XML DTDs
Concept

Hierarchies

XML Documents

Figure 1. Main objects in a DL

Figure 2. A DTD 

<!DOCTYPE Patient_Care [
<!ELEMENT Patient_Care
   (header, body?, radiology_report?)>
<!ELEMENT header
   (doc, event, patient, Doctor) >
<!ELEMENT doc>  
<!ATTLIST doc

 id
                   date   CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT event (PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT patient> 
<!ATTLIST patient

pid
bdate
 name

<!ELEMENT body
   (findings?) >
<!ELEMENT Doctor body findings radiology_report   
                      (PCDATA)> 
]>

ID         #REQUIRED

ID                  #REQUIRED
CDATA         #REQUIRED
CDATA         #REQUIRED

Patient Care

header body radiology report

doc event patient Doctor findings

id date

pid name

bDate

Figure 3. A DTD’s graphical representation

Figure 4. A document 

<Patient_Care>
<header>

<doc id=”10” date=”Oct. 2, 1999” />
<event>

Sept. 30, 1999
</event>

<patient>
id=”62144” name=”Rob” bDate=”Jan. 2, 1970”

</patient>
<Doctor>

Dr. Jim Smith
</Doctor>

</header>
<body>

<findings>
RLL nodule suggesting malignancy

</findings>
</body>
</Patient_Care>
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In the document, a concrete document inherits the access
privileges specified in the corresponding DTD. If  deemed
necessary, or if a concrete document does not have a corre-
sponding DTD, a document may specify its own security
and override specifications in the DTD.

2.2 Concept Hierarchies

A Concept Hierarchy, or ontology [12], is a collection of
semantic definitions that apply to a domain. These may be
manually assigned, or system generated [13, 14]. Each
document may be related to several concepts that are
entries in one or more concept hierarchies. Logically, we
consider that a document (or a portion of a document) or a
DTD can be related to various concepts by listing those
concepts for the DL object in question, and/or listing the
DL objects that pertain to a particular concept. For
instance, some Patient Care records might be related to the
concept of Released Patient. Logically, we can view the
ontologies as a layer on top of our XML documents.

Based on ontological concepts, we could restrict a class of
users (say researchers) to view those records for patients
that have been treated and released. Similarly, we could
restrict some users from examining whole classifications
of documents. When a privilege is related to a concept,
then that privilege will propagate to any documents recog-
nized as having that concept. 

We are not concerned with the internal structure of an
ontology, rather we are only concerned with the idea that
ontologies comprise concepts and these concepts can be
related to documents in a many to many association. That
is, there is an association between ontology concepts and
DL objects. This can be represented as a pair of the form
<c,o> where c is a concept and o is a DL object.

3. Role-based Access Control

In this section, we discuss our access control model. First,
we extend the traditional role-based access model to a cre-
dential-role-based model in 3.1. Then, the concept of roles
and role hierarchies are discussed in 3.2. Next, we define a
privilege algebra in 3.3, which can be used to express
compound privileges asigned to users. Finally, 3.4 is
devoted to credential specification.

3.1 Role-Based Access Control Model

In our system, a Role-based Access Control (RBAC)
Model is introduced for maintaining and implementing
security. It involves the concepts of Users, Roles, and
Privileges. Each user has a unique user identifier and is
assigned to various roles; the association between Users
and Roles is many-to-many. That is, a user identifier can
be assigned to different roles and a same role can be
shared by multiple users. 

With RBAC, individual users are not granted privileges
directly; instead, privileges are granted to roles. This pro-
vides a layer of indirection. Privileges may be positive or
negative. Positive privileges represent allowable opera-
tions, such as updating a document, browsing a document
(or even part of a document), but negative privileges
explicitly disallow operations and are called negative priv-
ileges. For instance, the privilege administrator may allow
(or grant) browse on the whole DTD such as the Patient
Care Record, but disallow (or revoke) the browse privilege
on some subset, say the findings subtree, of the DTD tree. 

Privileges are assigned to roles in a many-to-many fash-
ion. In addition, roles may be organized into a hierarchy,
indicating that one role is more specific than another.
Therefore, the relationships among users, roles and privi-
leges can be represented using an UML class diagram as
follows.

The above method works well in a local environment.
However, it cannot be used for a Web-based application
since users may be unknown. For this reason, the concept
of credential is utilized, which may (or may not) provide
for the identity of users. Each credential is associated with
one or more roles and then each user who is able to pro-
vide the credentials can be assigned the corresponding

Patient Care

header body radiology report

doc event

patient

Doctor findings

id = 10
date = Oct. 2, 1999

pid = 62144 name = Rob

bDate = Jan. 2, 1970

Figure 5. A document’s graphical representation

Sept. 30, 1999 Dr. Jim Smith RLL module
suggesting
malignancy

User Role Privilege
1*

* *
assigned to

* *

Figure 6. UML diagram: Users, Roles, and Privileges

parent of 
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roles. Thus, our UML class diagram is changed as shown
in Figure 7.

3.2. Roles and role hierarchy

Typically roles are structured hierarchically similar to the
way organizations structure themselves. We expect roles
to correlate with the job functions that are assigned to
employees of an organization. This correlation is repre-
sented using a reflexive association parent of for Roles in
the UML diagram shown in Figure 7.

The following diagram illustrates potential roles for a
health care organization. As we descend the hierarchy, the
roles become more and more specialized. For instance, a
Person is classified as either a Visitor, a Patient, or an
Employee. An Employee is specialized as either an
Administrator, Doctor, Nurse or Technician. In general, it
is possible for a user to have more than one role, but along
any one path, a user will assume just one role. Normally a
user will be assigned to a role at the leaf level of the hier-
archy.

As discussed previously, our users are unknown but our
users provide credentials that may (or may not) provide

identity. Most importantly, their credentials give us infor-
mation we can use to assign users to roles. 

3.3 Privileges and the Privilege Algebra

Privileges are operations that users can perform on DL
objects. For our purposes, we consider two operations:
browse (b) and update (u). The update privilege permits a
user to alter the portion of the document to which the priv-
ilege applies. The browse privilege permits a user to view
the portion of the document to which the privilege applies.
Note that if the browse privilege applies to an IDREF
attribute, the user can see the IDREF value, but cannot
access the linked document, or document portion, if access
to the document portion is denied due to privilege assign-
ments. From the above discussion, we can see that a privi-
lege can be represented as a pair (o, d), where o ∈ {b, u}
and d is a document (or a subtree of a document), or a set
of documents. More generally, d can be a sub-structure in
a DTD tree, or a concept in a concept hierarchy. If d is a
sub-structure D in a DTD tree, then o can be applied to all
the documents conforming to D. If d is a concept C, then o
can be applied to all the documents associated with C.

In the following, we propose a privilege algebra to repre-
sent compound privilege expressions. Especially, it can be
used to simplify an expression and resolve privilege con-
flicts.

A privilege algebra is a pair <P, Q>, where P is a set of all
the possible privileges involved in the system and Q = {+,
-}. Both ‘+’ and ‘-’ are binary operations defined as fol-
lows.

Definition 1. Let p1 = (o1, d1) and p2 = (o2, d2) be two
privileges, where d1 and d2 are two single documents. The
sum p = p1 + p2 is defined as follows.
(i) if o1= o2, p = (o1, d1 ∪ d2),

(ii) if o1 ≠ o2, p = (o1, d1) ∧ (o2, d2),

where ‘∧’ represents that two priviliges are assigned
simultaneously.

Definition 2. Let p1 = (o1, D1) and p2 = (o2, D2) be two

privileges, where D1 = { , , ..., }and D2 = { ,

, ..., } are two document sets. The sum of p = p1 +

p2 is defined as follows. 

(i) Denote pij = (o1, ) + (o2, ),

(ii) p = .

User Role Privilege
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Figure 7. UML diagram including Credentials
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Figure 8. Hierarchical organization of roles.
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This definition is just the extension of ‘+’ operation over
document sets.

Definition 3. Let p1 = (o1, d1) and p2 = (o2, d2) be two
privileges. The difference p =  p1 - p2 is defined as follows

(i) if o1= b and o2 = u, p = (o1, d1),

(ii) otherwise, p =  (o1, d1 / d2).

Note that understanding Definition 3 is critical to under-
standing how negative privileges are managed. p2 repre-
sents a negative privilege and the expression, p1 - p2, is the
situation where p1 is granted and p2 is disallowed. In prac-
tical terms for (ii) above, where d1 is a document tree and
d2 is a subtree of d1, the net effect is d1 pruned of d2 for
the operation o1.

Definition 4. Let p1 = (o1, D1) and p2 = (o2, D2) be two

privileges, where D1 = { , , ..., }and D2 = { ,

, ..., } are two document sets. The difference p = p1

- p2 is defined as follows.

(i) Denote pi = (o1, ) - 

(ii) p = ,

where pi is computed as follows.

(a) Let q1 = (o1, ) - (o2, ),

(b) qj = qj-1 - (o2, ), (1 < j ≤ m)

(c) pj = qm.

This definition is just the extension of ‘-’ operation over
document sets.

Below are several examples, which are used to show how
the algebraical expressions are constructed to represent
compound privileges. We consider the following privi-
leges:

p1= update access to headers within Patient Care records
= <u, Patient_Care.header>

p2= browse access to findings within Patient Care records
= <b, Patient_Care.findings>

p3= browse access to doctors within Patient Care records
= <b, Patient_Care.header.Doctor>

p4= update access to doctors within Patient Care records
= <u, Patient_Care.header.Doctor>

Example 1. p1+ p2. 

p1+ p2 = <u, Patient_Care.header> 

+ <b, Patient_Care.findings>

= <u, Patient_Care.header> ∧ <b, Patient_Care.findings>

Example 2. p1+ p4. 

p1+ p4 = <u, Patient_Care.header>

+ <u, Patient_Care.header.Doctor>

= <u, Patient_Care.header>

Example 3. p1 - p3. 

p1 - p3 = <u, Patient_Care.header / Doctor>

That is, the result is update privilege on the header subtree
but pruned of the Doctor branch. The expression p1 - p3
arises in the situation where the privilege administrator
assigns p1 as a positive privilege and p3 as a negative priv-
ilege to a role; that is the administrator intends to disallow
the browse privilege on the Doctor subtree. Note that p3
can be subtracted many times: p1-p3...-p3, and the result is
still the same.

Example 4. p1 - p4. 

p1 - p4 = <u, Patient_Care.header / Doctor>

Again, note that the expression p1 - p4 arises in the situa-
tion where the privilege administrator assigns p1 as a posi-
tive privilege and p4 as a negative privilege to a role; that
is the administrator intends to disallow update on the Doc-
tor subtree.

Note the result in examples 3 and 4 is the same, even
though the negative privileges differ. In this approach, a
negative privilege will remove update access from a docu-
ment component.

Concerning associativity and commutativity we have the
following definition.

Definition 5. Let p1, p2 and  p3 be three privileges. We
have

(i) (p1 + p2) + p3 = p1 + ( p2 + p3),

(ii) (p1 - p2) - p3 = p1 - ( p2 + p3), and

d1
1 d1

2 d1
n d2

1

d2
2 d2

m

d1
i o2 d2

j,( )

j 1=

m

∑

pi

i 1=

n

∑
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i d2
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d2
j
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(iii) (p1 + p2) - p3 = (p1 - p3) + ( p2 - p3).

The meaning of (i) and (ii) is quite intuitive. We have (iii)
since we think that negative privileges should always take
precedence over positive privileges for safety purpose.

3.4. Credentials

A credential serves the purpose of describing an individ-
ual; a user may have several credentials. When analysing
the needs of a DL and the characteristics of potential users
we will uncover a number of credentials. For instance, an
employee has a name and works at a certain position
within an organization, a doctor holds educational docu-
ments and professional society memberships, a person
holds a valid credit card, etc. A more complete example of
credentials that may be held by a Radiologist are:

• employment: {name: John Smith; birthDate: Oct 2,
1970; startDate: Sept 3, 1995; position: Radiologist;
employer: HealthCo}

• medicalDegree: {grantedBy: Pacific University; year-
Granted: 1990; specialy: Radiology}

Traditionally, paper forms of these credentials have
existed, but digital credentials that are the digital ana-
logues of paper credentials are appropriate when access to
information is provided in a distributed fashion.

Before a user may assume a certain role, the user must
provide all the credentials specified in the role/credential
matrix (discussed in detail in section 4). Users can have
any number of credentials and so, when their credentials
are processed, many roles may be granted. 

Each role has a set of credentials specified for it. These
credentials are specified in the form of a credential expres-
sion [2]. For example, suppose the credentials required to
assume the role of Radiologist comprise holding a Medical
Doctor degree with a speciality of Radiology, then the cre-
dential expression is: 

Credential specifications are arbitrary logical expressions
and so may be complex:

•if a and b are credential expressions, then  and

 are credential expressions

Example 5.

•A Cardiologist is someone with a Medical Doctor 
degree and a specific speciality: 

 

•A group consisting of only Radiologists and Cardiolo-
gists can be expressed as: 

• A group of Doctors, irrespective of speciality, could
be represented as: 

•As in [2], credentials can be organized into a hierar-
chy to facilitate establishment of new credentials in a
credential scheme. 

4. Control Mechanisms

In this section, we discuss the security control mechanism,
which is a process of three phases:

(i) determine the roles according to the credentials,
(ii) determine the privileges according to the roles,
(iii) simplify the privilege algebraic expressions.

In the following, we discuss this process in great detail.

4. 1. Credentials and Roles

As shown in the following diagram, a role hierarchy can
be annotated to indicate the required credentials and can
be provided as an XML-based specification [11]. Creden-
tials are cumulative: as you progress down a path of the
tree, the credentials for a descendent include the creden-
tials of all ancestor nodes. For instance, as shown in Fig-
ure 9, for someone to be an Admissions Clerk, that person
must be an employee and must have the position of admin-
Clerk in the company. 

medDegree medDegree speciality• rad=∧

a b∨
a b∧

medDegree medDegree speciality• car=∧

medDegree medDegree speciality• rad=( )∧
medDegree medDegree speciality• car=( )∧

∨

medDegree

Person

Health

Visitor Patient

Administrator

CEO Admissions Nurse

Lab
Technician

Clerk

Care Employee

Cardiologist
Radiologist

Doctor

{employee}

{employee.position
=adminClerk}

Figure 9. Roles for persons, annotated with credentials 
for employees and clerks.
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4.2. Role/Credential Matrix

In general, the expression of the required credentials for a
role, the role/credential expression, is an arbitrary boolean
expression. Any such expression can be reformulated in
Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). In DNF, each role/cre-
dential expression is a disjunction of the form

 where each disjunct, , is a con-

junction of terms  where each 

is of the form  or .

This permits us to represent credentials required for a role
in a simple matrix. Consider the following matrix (in
Table 1) where each column corresponds to a simple cre-
dential expression (i.e. to a conjunction). The role/creden-
tial matrix has at least one row for each role (i.e. one row
for each  disjunction). The entries in the row indicate sim-
ple credential expressions that, if all are provided by a

user, will result in the user being granted that role. When a
user provides their credentials, we can determine using
this matrix the roles to be assigned. 

Such a matrix can be stored as a set of bit strings with each
representing a row. Then, finding the roles for a specific
user amounts to a partial match search of the table using a
partial match query string with *’s for the credentials pro-
vided and 0’s for credentials not provided. For example, if
the user has credentials matching an Admissions Clerk,
then the partial match query is “000**”. The hits, or
matches, are the two rows for Employee and Admissions
Clerk.

It is possible for a user’s credentials to trigger several
roles, which may conflict with respect to privileges. This
is an issue we discuss in the next subsection.

   

4.3. Role/Object privilege matrix

The privileges associated with each role can also be sum-
marized in a matrix, called the Role/object privilege
matrix, as shown in Table 2. In the matrix, each row repre-
sents a role and the columns specify the privilege the role
has, or does not have, depending on whether the privilege
is positive or negative for a DL object. Next, we consider
examples to illustrate the privilege algebra.

Example 6. First, consider the privileges of the Admis-
sions Clerk given in Table 2. In this case there is browse
privilege for the whole Patient Care record and that privi-

lege is over-ridden for two components of the record: the
clerk is allowed to update the header, but the clerk is not
allowed to browse the findings component. We express the
privileges of the Admissions Clerk as the following alge-
braic expression:

<b, Patient_Care> + <u, Patient_Care.header>                      
- <b, Patient_Care.findings>

Using the algebra, we simplify the expression as:

= <b, Patient_Care / findings> + <u, Patient_Care.header>

This simplified expressions shows exactly the access the
clerk has to various components of a Patient Care record;
this expression has positive permissions.

Example 6 shows a simplification for one role. When a
user has more than one role, conflicts may arise which are
resolved using the privilege algebra. The privilege algebra
specifies the effect of combining privileges for different
roles. 

c1 c2 … cn∨ ∨ ∨ ci
d1 d2 … dm∧ ∧ ∧ di

di¬ di

TABLE 1. Role/Credential Matrix

medDegree

medDegree.
speciality=
rad

medDegree.
speciality=
car employee

employee.
position=
adminClerk

Doctor 1 0 0 1 0

Radiologist 1 1 0 1 0

Cardiologist 1 0 1 1 0

Admissions Clerk 0 0 0 1 1

Employee 0 0 0 1 0

TABLE 2. Role/object Matrix

Patient_Care
.header

Patient
_Care

Patient_Care
.findings

CEO b
Doctor b u

Admissions
_Clerk

u b -b
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Example 7. Now, using Table 2, consider a person who is
both the CEO and a doctor in the organization. The CEO
has the privilege to browse the Patient Care record; a doc-
tor can also browse a Patient Care record, and can update
the findings section. The privileges that result when these
two roles are combined in one person are determined by
adding, according to the privilege algebra, the collection
of privileges:

<b, Patient_Care> + <b, Patient_Care>                                   
+ <u, Patient_Care.findings>  

= <b, Patient_Care> + <u, Patient_Care.findings>

Example 8. Next, using Table 2, we consider a person
with the credentials for Doctor and for Admissions Clerk.
In this case we have an apparent conflict because a Doctor
has update privilege for findings, but an Admissions Clerk
is not allowed to browse that component. Combining the
two sets of privileges (positive privileges appear first, fol-
lowed by negative privileges) we have:

<b, Patient_Care> + <u, Patient_Care.findings>                 
+ <b, Patient_Care> + < u, Patient_Care.header>                 
- <b, Patient_Care.findings>

We eliminate the redundant expression of
<b, Patient_Care>:

= <b, Patient_Care> + <u, Patient_Care.findings>              
+ < u, Patient_Care.header> - <b, Patient_Care.findings>

We add the positive terms:

= <b, Patient_Care> ∧ <u, Patient_Care.findings ∪ 
Patient_Care.header> - <b, Patient_Care.findings>

Now we subtract <b, Patient_Care.findings> from both
positive privileges:

<b, Patient_Care / findings> ∧ < u, Patient_Care.header> 

The result is an expression specifying the privileges of a
Doctor/Admissions Clerk.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered that users of a digital
library may be anonymous, but recognized according to
the credentials they provide when they access or update
information in the library. A user may have credentials
related to several roles, and so the privileges a user is
granted may be several and this collection of privileges
may lead to apparent conflicts. We have proposed a simple
privilege algebra to control the evaluation of a privilege
expression and to eliminate any ambiguity. The result is an
unabiguous determination of the access rights appropriate
for a provided set of credentials.
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